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Isaac Phelan, age 12 

A thrilling, beautiful adventure 

showing a daughters desire to 

impress her father.  

Lada and Radu are children of Vlad, a 

successful warlord. However, they hadn't 

seen him before the day he came to take 

them to Wallachia. Lada watched her 

mother being beaten by Vlad, and vowed 

never to have a husband so as not to suffer 

the cruelty. So they live peacefully in 

Wallachia. That is, until Hunyadi arrived, 

bearing news that would change their lives 

forever... 

I enjoyed this book because it has a 

realistic environment and shows Lada's 

endless desire to impress her father. Even 

though Lada was a girl, she showed more courage than an entire army.  

As well as that, the style of writing constantly amazed me. Kiersten would never 

let the story rest, and dawdle too long boring the reader. There was always 

something going on the created a tense atmosphere. 

I would put this book towards children of 11 and above. 

 

Humaira Kauser, age 18 

I don't even know where to begin with this book other than it is the 

best book of 2016 so far and possibly my life!  



 

This book was an absolute gem and I can't wait for the rest of the series to 

continue. Although this book deserves so much praise and more, my only 

problem is that the book is advertised just about Lada but the book revolves 

equally with her brother Radu too. Lada and Radu are both the main characters 

and I love that they were so complex and just so unique. I would quite happily 

reread this book over and over again. Not only was this such a brilliant and fast 

paced read, it's made me want to research more about Vlad the Impaler 

(alterante to Lada) and the sultans of the time. Overall this is a book to look out 

for! 

Follow Humaira on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/cookie_bookie_/ 

 

Edel Waugh 

When Lada and her brother are taken from away from their homeland against 

their will Lada vows she will be back. Lada is no meek young woman and 

anyone that comes up against her knows that to be true, she does not suffer 

fools gladly.  

In this new place she finds it increasing hard to know who to trust and there is 

plenty of people who would wish her harm thus making her all the more aware 

of who she is surrounded by.  

Assassinations, war, heartbreak, loyalty and power are some of the 

topics that kept me glued to the page.  

Lada is up there with all the strong female characters in stories, not afraid to 

get her hands dirty, and not opposed to kicking ass when she is threatened. 

I recommend this to anyone who likes a strong female lead character. 

 


